
THE MUSTARD SEED… 

 

There are young souls, old souls and everything in between. If you have been drawn to 

new age thinking then my guess is… as a soul you are probably not a young soul. The 

older souls that come into this physical reality of the planet are much needed in these 

days. Actually I see the need for them as greater then ever before. We need their wisdom 

to help us in this game we play. What we have here is like a game, a cosmic game that’s 

getting serious because the game time that was predetermined long ago is now due to 

end very soon it would seem. 

 

My purpose for writing this is to encourage all who may tend to be fearful of the future 

that so many are expecting to happen, whatever that expectation may be, assuming it 

falls into the realm of the negative. In this letter to you, I desire to speak to you concerning 

something we’re all familiar with and that is technology, and to pass on to all who might 

gain some encouragement from what I’ll be sharing here concerning what has been 

coming to me as a result of morning meditations. First consider the technology that the 

limited five sense man has came up with in our day. 

 

We have technology that we can use to track anyone on the planet. The general 

population of course does not have this, but big brother does. In speaking of “big 

brother” I’m talking of an elite group of people on the planet. Their bloodline goes back 

to before Christ. They are those with the gold… There’s an old saying that applies only to 

this game we are all involved in. which says… “He, who has the gold, makes the rules.  

“Gold” here being the wealth. This is of course a false law that is in place here on this 

planet now because of the lack of knowledge. 

 

I speak here of the true knowledge that can only come from within you. this is the 

Knowledge that is laced with wisdom and this wisdom is the ability to use the knowledge 

it brings to you. When knowledge is used that is mixed with wisdom it is used for the 

benefit of all and never for just a small number of people. This is because any knowledge 

you acquire from within your being, not only is mixed with wisdom, but it always 

contains an element of pure love within it. So we grow in wisdom and knowledge and 

express the love which has no agenda except in the expression of itself there is fulfillment. 

 

So here is what has been coming to me concerning actually two things. The one is as I’ve 

said, technology, the other is concerning our faith. I’m going to take a “time out” here 

and inject something. Here it is. By cultivating the practice of talking to God from the five 
sense man that I am, by humbling myself in coming to the one that I know can and will 

always dispense to me a sense of direction or comfort or whatever is it might be that I 
need, the God that is my very life and source of being will never fail to meet my needs. 

This is the only requirement I’ll ever need in times of distress. This is what faith will do. It 



will come to its Creator asking for guidance, assistance, etc. and then wait in expectation 
to receive the answer to its request. 

 
There are some of us who rarely pray in what is known as the conventional way. Some of 

us rarely feel it necessary because with us, we know that we need only to have a desire 

and that it is known of our source and in knowing this we simply feel the desire, know 

that God feels it also and knowing this we are content to wait knowing that we have been 

heard and having faith in that knowledge we can rest in peace. This message is not 

primarily for them necessarily, but for those who may be struggling to a degree due to all 

the scare tactics that some websites are projecting. 

 

So now concerning technology… in tapping into different websites I’ve came to realize 

just how clever the five sense man has come to be. We have technology that could 

practically solve every problem on the planet overnight. The hunger in the world the 

poverty, all that is now unjustly operating on the planet could be ended very quickly. We 

are still using fossil fuel that is totally unnecessary given the technology that is available. 

The only problem is, this technology has been withheld because of the wealth that goes to 

a few who have been more or less in control of planet and who reap the wealth that 

comes from the oil. 

 

My burden here is not to get into the dark energy stuff that you find on so many websites. 

Too much attention on those things and one can be sucked into the negative vibrations 

and that does not serve but to control you by the fear it tends to promote. Those who 

control by fear, {and they cannot control you any other way} are missing one very 

important ingredient… they lack the wisdom and they are of course short on love and so 

their knowledge is limited. They are very clever but “clever” can never defeat wisdom. 

Why do the scriptures say… “Greater is he that is in you, then he that is in the world”? 

And who is this “He that is in the world”? And who is this “He that is in you”? 

 

Those that would control me are of the world. They are controlled by the “He that is in the 

world”, which is none other then the so called “devil” that the mass consciousness created 

long ago as justification for the problems it’s ignorance created due to the lack of truth. 

The truth that is spoken of in the scriptures tells us that the knowledge of it sets us free 

from the influence of this mass consciousness, this “prince of the power of the air”. That 

“lack” is the root cause of all the apparent problems man faces today. So I’ve been 

considering this thing about the technology that is in use today. 

 

It’s awesome. But consider this… all this knowledge that produced all this awesome 

technology that even enables man to time travel, what is that compared to the one who is 

within our own consciousness? This one who is our very being, our very source and life, 

this one who spanned the universes, who created all that exists by bringing it forth from 



within its very being this one who goes into the hell that we create from our lack of 

knowledge, who really has no choice in the matter and would not choose differently if he 

could, this one I speak of IS TECHNOLOGY and beyond. 

 

If we on this plane can accomplish what we have accomplished how wise is that one who 

is the source of all? Do you think that just maybe this mighty Creator that is responsible 

for the beating of your heart and the breath that operates within you, do you think that 

this one who invented man who invents the technology, do you suppose that he just may 

be able to know what your heart cry is at anytime? Here’s how it works. I recall Jesus as 

saying that I only need faith the size of a mustard seed which he said was the smallest of 

all seeds. 

 

How can I know if I make the grade? If you think about it, what this verse would suggest 

to me is that if my faith is not as big as a mustard seed then I might as well not even 

bother to make the effort to ask God for anything. Here is the irony of this kind of 

thinking. Here is where we let you in on a little secret. Would you like for me to tell you a 

surefire way to know for certain if you make the grade? Would you like me to tell you 

how you can know without any doubt whatsoever if you have that mustard seed of faith? 

Here it is… if you have the faith to reach out to the Creator for your need, then that’s it! 

 

That is the only degree of faith that is required, that’s the mustard seed of faith that’s 

required. There is no God who is requiring anything of me. It’s just that whenever I reach 

out to whatever my conception of God might be… that action of “reaching out” is all the 

faith I need in making contact with the infinite one who is connected to me always. “Trust 

in the lord with all your heart and lean not unto your own understanding in all your ways 
acknowledge him and he shall direct thy paths”. Proverbs chapter three. I cannot possibly 

talk to God and not get results because in my talking to him I’ve already made the 

connection. 

 

The connection is made the instant I reach out. Here is my whole point in all this… it is not 

possible that anyone could reach out in any way to their conception of God and not be 

heard by God. This is the greatest technology ever, and it never fails to work. It’s an 

impossibility for it to fail, for that which created us is connected to every one of its 

creations. Its creations are parts of itself. So when I hurt, it feels it, but it cannot assist me 

until I reach out to it and in reaching out I establish the connection that’s needed to bring 

the solution. 

 

I am the soul creator of my reality. I came into this physical reality, and in coming I lost 

only my memory. I lost none of my creative ability whatsoever. I am as powerful a creator 

today here on this planet as I was on the other side where everything I desired was 

created the instant I desired it, that power has never been lost. I still create my reality and 



my personal world and every experience I have is the result of my own thought patterns. 

What I did lose in coming here was my memory. So I still create 24/7 but because of the 

memory loss I create a lot by default. 

 

In coming into the five sense realm I am limited only because I’ve unwittingly created a 

false identity, one that has been programmed to limiting beliefs. Because of this I have 

temporarily lost my connection to my source. These are the days when older souls are 

coming onto the planet to assist us in remembering who we are and the result will be the 

growing awareness of the UN limiting power that we have as sons of God. This is the one 

thing that the dark energies on the planet would prevent if they could. The only tool they 

have is fear. Wherever they can create fear there is where they are in control. 

 

This message may not apply to all who share on this board. It was written with those in 

mind that read the board and who find themselves with anxiety or fear concerning what 

they have heard or read on some of the websites. My advice to anyone would be this… 

anything that disturbs your peace of mind… anything that genders fear at all… you may 

want to consider not focusing on it. What I am reading or viewing may very well be true, 

but whether it is true or false is irrelevant. If it disturbs my peace of mind it’s working 

against me. 

 

In closing I would encourage any who are discouraged for any reason to reach out to that 

intelligence that is within you for whatever your need might be. You cannot reach out to 

that ONE and fail to get results. They may not come the way you expect them to, they 

may not come when you think they aught to, but come they will, and always in time to 

accomplish their purpose and to benefit you in the best way possible. 
 


